
RUBBER BOATS HIRE WITH SKIPPER
For whoever wants to enjoy the sea and find out each corner of the wonderful Eastern Coast, from 
the Arbatax Gulf to the Orosei Gulf, there is no better nautical means than a comfortable and 
functional rubber dinghy. Totally safe, with the maximum comfort and with no worry of steering 
the boat, Charter Sardina suggests a hire service with skipper. You will have a boat with a skilled 
and qualified skipper who will lead you wherever you like during the day. He will show you all the 
details of more than 40 Km of coast and, depending on weather conditions, will suggest you the 
best stops for a suitable route. You could arrange together with him the stops at the wonderful 
beaches, to be reached only by boat, or routes towards the discovery of sea caves, to be reached 
only by small boats, such as “La Grotta della Contessa” (the Countess Cave), absolutely not to be 
missed. You could choose between the part-time or full-time service and find out the pleasure of 
feeling a new emotion at every cove you get to. On request, your skipper could also fetch you from 
any beach where you are, in Orosei or Arbatax Gulfs, including  Santa Maria Navarrese or Cala 
Gonone Harbours. In case of hire for more days and with different routes, discounts are possible 
according to the season. The rubber boat hire service with skipper is effective throughout the 
year (in the low season prior booking would be appreciated). The models at your disposal are the 
following:

MODEL LENGTH ENGINE HP PASSENGERS

BWA EIGHTFIFTY 8,50 mt. SUZUKI 300 18

JOKER BOAT CLUBMAN 7,40 mt. HONDA 225 12

NUOVA JOLLY KING 7,40 mt. HONDA 225 12

NUOVA JOLLY KING 6,50 mt. SUZUKI 150 10

BWA AMERICA 6,50 mt. HONDA 150 12

CLS 5,80 mt. HONDA 90 10

NOVAMARINE / BWA 5,80 mt. HONDA 40 8

BWA SEAWATER 5,50 mt. HONDA 40 6

BWA LOMAC JOKER ETC. 5,00 mt. HONDA 40 6

TECHNICAL CARD

Boats from 4 to 18 passengers (from 5.00 mt to 8.50 mt long). They are all of recent building with 4 time 
ecological and noiseless engines, Honda and Suzuki. They are provided with the following comforts: 
complete console, new-concept comfortable cushions at the bow and stern, forepeaks used also as a 
sunbathing area, fibreglass nose bow, integrated bathing platforms at the stern, bilge pump, ergonomic or 
roller seat and sunbathing area at the stern, wheel single pole cable and all the legal safety measures.

BOARD EQUIPMENT AND PAPERS

All our rubber boats are provided with life jackets, 1 life-buoy, 1 30 mt long floating rope, 1 gas alarm, 
1 extinguisher, 2 paddles, 1 boat hook, 1 bailer, 1 360° light , 2 red light hand signals, 1 floating smoke 
signal, 1 anchor with a 30 mt long rope. The certified photocopies of the engine certificate and insurance 
are available.


